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About Us
We are Sion and Ben, a married gay couple from the UK. We set up The Globetrotter Guys
in January 2018 to document and promote the best in LGBTQ+ travel, lifestyle and
adventure. This includes LGBTQ+ friendly accommodation, destinations, brands, events,
nightlife and LGBTQ+ focused vacations.
 
We want to try and break down some of the barriers LGBTQ+ people face to make travel
easier, safer and more accessible. 
 
We do this through sharing our own experiences, promoting LGBTQ+ friendly brands,
producing LGBTQ+ guides to destinations and interviewing local people from all around
the world to find out what its really like to be LGBTQ+ in their countries.
 
We hope to inspire, educate, promote safety and get more people travelling!
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Services Offered

Sponsored Posts
We can write tailor made

articles for your travel related
brands, products or services

(posted on either your
website or ours)

Press Trips
We can visit your gay-friendly
destination/event/hotel/ship
and run a social media and

website campaign to
promote you

Social Media
We can run social media
campaigns, post content

promoting products, brands
or participate in social media

takeovers

Consultancy
We can review your current

offerings and provide
recommendations to ensure

you provide a true LGBT
friendly experience,

Speaking Engagements
We can participate in

conferences, symposiums or
be available for Q&A sessions

regarding LGBT travel and
influencer marketing

Instagram
Management

We offer full, manual
management of your

Instagram account to grow
your account and reach your

target audience

Case Studies

Social media reach: 41k
Social media impressions: 51k
Blogs: 'Gay Guide to Stockholm' now ranking on page one of Google
for 'Gay Stockholm' and '48 Hour Guide to Stockholm'.
Additional tasks: Panelists discussing influencer marketing at the
LGBT Travel Symposium.

Client: Sanbona Wildlife Reserve
Deliverables: 2 posts and stories
Reach: 141k
Impressions: 166k
 

Client: Addicted Swimwear
Deliverables: 6 posts
Reach: 122k
Impressions: 145k

Press Trip: Stockholm LGBT/Visit Stockholm

Instagram Campaigns

Client: Pride Sailing Holidays
Deliverables: Partner with to sell luxury sailing trip to Greece.
Advertised through website and social media.
Sales to date (ongoing): €14,160 2019 €12,105 2020

Sales Based Partnerships

Client: Atlantis Cruises
Blog post views: 30k in first 4 months (on our website)
Social shares: 4,815

Written Content Creation



Awards/Nominations

Client Testimonials

Brands/Partners we have worked with

“The Globetrotter Guys are fantastic to work with. They’re professional, creative and
energetic influencers who helped us showcase our open-minded city to their engaged

audience. We were also pleased to have them as speakers at our travel symposium and
they delivered great insight to those in attendance. We are thrilled to have had them visit

us in Stockholm.”
Uwern Jong – Stockholm LGBT, Managing Director Boutique Marketing, and Editor-in-

Chief OutThere

“It was an absolute pleasure having Sion and Ben onboard our ship Celebrity Reflection for
our Pride party at Sea in June. They are extremely professional and enthusiastic and were
completely involved in the project from the beginning, going the extra mile to ensure the

success of the campaign.”
Carla Tessio – Senior Social Media Executive UK

“Working with them was an absolute pleasure. We organise private tours in Europe and
received Sion and Ben during our busiest time of year. Their attitude was perfect, they
were always friendly, respectful and kind. We could tell straight away that they were

talented and responsible professionals. We could not have been happier with the super
extensive and complete blog post they wrote about us. We would be delighted to work
with them again and definitely recommend them to any companies who want an extra

push in social media.”
Marta Sastre Haro – Content Manager – Rainbow Gay Tours

Contact Us
theglobetrotterguys@outlook.com
@theglobetrotterguys

@theglobetrotterguys
@tg_guys


